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The national conference on “Emerging technologies in operations and control of future power 
system” was hosted by Electrical engineering department. The conference was successfully held 
during 8-9 April, 2016 at SKIT, Jaipur.  

The conference highlighted the themes for development and operations in power systems, power 
quality issues, electricity market designs and smart grids.  

The event was successful in gathering renowned speakers from various reputed organizations 
and their paramount talks enlightened the gathering. The pragmatic meeting organized by 
electrical department has marked a great presence of young researchers and talented student 
communities, driving this event into path of success with thought provoking and plenary 
presentations. 

150 research papers from various engineering colleges were received, out of which 73 papers 
were selected for presentation. Approx. 50 papers were presented in conference during all 
sessions and 15 posters were selected for poster presentation. 

The first day started with registration for the participants followed by inaugural ceremony. The 
ceremony was chaired by chief guest prof. K.V.V. Murthy, IIT Gandhinagar with contributions 
of guest of honor Prof. Dinesh Birla, RTU Kota, Prof. K.R.Niazi , MNIT Jaipur, Chairmen Shri 
Surjaram Meel , SKIT, Director Shri Jaipal Meel , SKIT, Director academics Prof. S.L Surana, 
SKIT, Director(D&W) prof. S.K. Calla, SKIT, Principal and head, EE dept., Prof. Ramesh 
Kumar Pachar. 

Floral welcome was given to the dignitaries by college. 

Welcome speech was given by Shri Surjaram Meel. He briefed about the very purpose of 
organizing the national conference and welcomed all the dignitaries. He focused on Emerging 
technologies and emphasized to reduce power leakage in India. 

Further his speech was followed by Shri Jaipal Meel whose warm welcome and pleasant speech 
has given a spark to the conference. He discussed about the challenges such as power 
consumption and power theft. 



Prof. Ramesh Kumar Pachar emphasized on the theme of conference for sustainable growth of 
renewable energy sources. But renewable energy resources put some challenges to power 
system. He thus focuses on the idea to come up with updated solution which provides high 
stability and sustainability. 

Dr. S.L.Surana elaborated the concept of transformation from conventional grid to smart grid. He 
briefly discussed about the preferences given to AC over DC, installation of national grid, 
HVDC power systems and need of smart meters to increase reliability. His speech motivated the 
students, faculties and researches to think innovatively in the field of emerging technologies in 
power systems. 

Prof Dinesh Birla in his inaugural speech addressed to the gathering, appreciated the SKIT 
institute for installing 400 KW solar powerplant all around the campus. He stated that it is a 
matter of pride and privilege for students to have enrolled in such an institute which has a 
substantial insight. 

Prof.K.R.Niazi emphasized on creating awareness in society about upcoming technologies. He 
appreciated the growth and efforts at SKIT by organizing such events and also praised for future 
endeavors 

Chief Guest Prof K.V.V Murthy concluded the session by giving his inspirational guidance to 
young minds which can change the society. He focused o the sources of power system leakage, 
challenges faced by   engineers to use solar energy efficiently and mitigation of power theft the 
congratulated the entire team of SKIT for taking such initiative in the direction of progress and 
wished the success at the conference 

The dignitaries were then presented shawl and mementos as a memory of the conference. 

The vote of the thanks for the inaugural function was proposed by Dr S.K.Calla (Director 
D&W). He stated the installation of 400kW solar plant along with net metering has made a great 
name of SKIT College even outside Rajasthan. 

After a short break, the conference continued with the beginning of the Technical session 1st. 

Prof K.R Niazi, MNIT Jaipur presided over the session with a keynote address on “Flexible AC 
Transmission system”. In this speech, he mainly focused on increment in technical & 
commercial efficiency and full use of power resource. 

Then Prof Dinesh Birla, RTU KOTA followed the session with key note address on “Power 
Network Relay Coordination”. He is the 1st person to identify some constraints for power system 
protection and mainly emphasized on these constraints in his speech. With the accomplishment 
of his key note. 



The technical session 1st ended after lunch break, Technical session 2nd commenced. This 
session was initiated with a key note address of Prof K.V.V Murthy. His topic was “Artificial 
Neural Network”. He elaborated the concept of ANN learning for power system, gesture learning 
and pattern reorganization. 

With his keynote, technical session 2nd was concluded. 

On the II Day of Conference, III technical session commenced with a keynote address of Dr. 
RohitBhakar, MNIT Jaipur on “Operational Challenges in Restructured Power Markets”. In his 
keynote, he emphasized on topics like:- 

 Traditional regulated Power System 

 Characteristics of traditional power system 

 Motivation to change 

 New market design requirements 

 Evolving market design 

 Indian electricity act 2013  

 Electricity act 2014 

 Indian power sector structure 

 Classical Power System 

 Restructured power systems 

 Electricity Markets 

 Uncertainty impacts on restructured power markets 

The participants from various institutions have presented their research papers. The first 
presentation was given by GauravKumawaton”Fuzzy State Feedback Controller for Non-linear 
System”. It was followed by the presentation of Umesh Kumar on “New century substation for 
India”. He focused on the substation design, dry transformers, FACTS and fiber optic cables. 
The next paper presentation was given by Piyush Chandra Prakash on “Distributed Generation 
System using Micro Smart Grid”. He discussed about distribution generation and micro smart 
grid”. The next paper presentation was given by Ashok Suthar on “To Make a Better World: 
Switch to Solar Energy”. He emphasized on solar energy and its conversion into electricity. With 
this presentation III technical session was concluded. 

After a brief tea break, IV technical session began with the keynote address of Dr. 
JayshreeVajpai, MBM Jodhpur on “Forecasting Energy Demand”. She mainly focused on the 
topics such as:- 

 Time series forecasting 

 Monte Carlo Model 

 Neural Network 

 Evolving Fuzzy Neural Network Model 



In her keynote, evolving fuzzy neural network model was compared with time series forecasting 
and monte carlo model and it was concluded that evolving fuzzy neural network predicts the 
energy demand better than other methods. 

After the keynote address, the paper presentation was continued by Deepak Saini on “Electricity 
price forecasting using Interbreed approach of linear regression and SVM”.  He presented 
straight forward approach for establishing different regression modeling between historical data 
sets to the predicted data sets. The next paper was presented by NehaSoni on “Automatic 
protection of power transformer using PLC”. She stated that by using PLC in power 
transformation protection the overall maintenance cost is reduced and life is increased. Further 
the paper presentation was given by Abhishek Jangid on “Reduction of losses in radial 
distribution system using genetic algorithm”. He emphasized on the merits of capacitive 
placements and genetic algorithm. The next paper was presented by NavneetMaru on” 
Estimation of optimum tilt angle and orientation of photo voltaic panels  in BAP-
RAJASTHAN”. A memento was given to Dr. JayshreeVajpai by Prof. Ramesh Kumar Pachar. 
Further the next presentation was followed by Purva Sharma on “Fault detection & classification 
in power system using supervised learning methods”. The next presentation was given by Nidhi 
Vijay on “Operational allocation of the shunt capacitor in radial distribution system”. She briefed 
about the challenges in distribution system. The final paper presentation was given by Preeti 
Kumawat on “Distribution automation system in India”. 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 


